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CGC is a nonpartisan, nonprofit 501(c)(3) citizen-led 

organization dedicated to bringing healing to the na-

tional challenges of polarization and incivility. Free 

of political agenda and financial influence, CGC has 

a singular focus on bringing light, not heat, to public 

discourse.
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Dear Friends, 

We live in times of great division and great disillusion with many 
of our country’s institutions. The country is facing difficult is-
sues and yet many citizens and elected officials are far more 
focused on what divides us while missing the many things on 
which we have close agreement. It’s no secret that the public 
is disillusioned with government’s ability to come together and 
address tough problems. And based on the news headlines, it’s 
no wonder.  

But though so many are discouraged, we’re not – thanks to folks like you.
Your dedication to seeking common ground solutions gives us hope for real change. As we re-
flect on a year of remarkable growth, your support has been invaluable and encouraging, and 
we have felt it.

Last year, we worked hard to shed light on common ground examples and opportunities 
within timely topics like climate change, race, and more. Our events, which have expanded to 
include online presentation, brought together luminaries like Donna Brazile and Michael Steele 
and reached tens of thousands of people. And our podcast Let’s Find Common Ground, which 
shares insights from top thought leaders, has surpassed 200K downloads and has over 100k 
subscribers.

We made inroads to hold our leaders accountable by improving our Common Ground Score-
card, the first tool that allows voters to research how elected officials rank on bipartisanship; 
met with highly-ranked legislators to elevate the discussion; brought national attention to the 
bipartisan House Problem Solvers Caucus and testified in front of the House Select Committee 
on the Modernization of Congress.
  
And, critically, we gave hope to the exhausted majority of Americans by sharing inspiring stories 
of how people and legislators with different political views are finding common ground. We’ve 
seen green shoots develop and are working to make those stories more visible and valued. 

As we look to the coming months of an important election year, we are striving to build 
on this positive momentum. This is pioneering work bolstered by a growing wave of 
support, and you are part of it. Together, let’s take action to heal divisions, and 
bring about real progress. 

With gratitude,

A MESSAGE FROM OUR FOUNDERS

&
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On average, Democrats and Republicans are farther apart ideologically today than at any time 
in the past 50 years (Pew Research Center analysis of Voteview, March 2022). 

Pew Research also indicates that congressional Democrats and Republicans are further apart  
ideologically than at any point during the past five decades. 

But these factors alone do not tell the whole story.  
Research also indicates that on a wide range of issues and policies, Americans from both par-
ties can find agreement (Common Ground of the American People Research Project).  

Further, two-thirds of Americans say they are more likely to vote for a candidate willing to 
compromise with others in order to get results, over a candidate who constantly fights for the 
values without getting results (The Georgetown Institute of Politics and Public Service’s Battle-
ground Poll). 

There is a deep yearning in the country to move beyond our current culture There is a deep yearning in the country to move beyond our current culture 
wars and address the deep issues we are facing. These studies show that the wars and address the deep issues we are facing. These studies show that the 
root of our divisions is attitudinal. And attitudes can change with greater root of our divisions is attitudinal. And attitudes can change with greater 
understanding.  Our supporters want CGC to help in specific ways.understanding.  Our supporters want CGC to help in specific ways.

The primary desire of our supporters and funders – people like you – is to restore hope in the 
future of the country. To regain a sense of what is possible, and that progress can be made.  
You want a clear view of the issues and to understand a path forward that enables progress. 
Equally important, you want to hold leaders accountable for taking action and solving prob-
lems.  Our own proprietary research indicates these desires. 

HOW DIVIDED ARE AMERICANS? 

INSPIRING HOPE  
by demonstrating what  

good looks like

Events  Events  

Podcasts  Podcasts  

Growth in  Growth in  
attendance  attendance  
and viewership and viewership 

CGC has had a significant impact on these concerns 

AND IS POISED TO DO MORE 
BUILDING 

UNDERSTANDING  
on the issues and a path forward 

EMPOWERING VOTERS  
to support legislators who will seek  

common ground 

The Common Ground Scorecard The Common Ground Scorecard 

Congressional members who Congressional members who 
affirm commitments to seek affirm commitments to seek 
common ground common ground 

Our ongoing support of Our ongoing support of 
Congress’s Problem Solvers Congress’s Problem Solvers 
Caucus Caucus 

Online portals that do a deep Online portals that do a deep 
dive on climate change, bridging dive on climate change, bridging 
racial divides and polarization racial divides and polarization 

Blog posts that inform Blog posts that inform and and 
educate  educate  

Insights from event and Insights from event and podcast podcast 
expertsexperts
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CGC EVENTSDespite disruptions in society, the reach and effect of  
CGC has been profound. Our mostly digital events connected  
audiences with thought and political leaders from the left and right  
who expressed countless points of common ground on a variety of issues.

A Variety of Our Past Events
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LET’S FIND COMMON GROUND PODCAST

Exploring paths to more progress, and less division

Now at over 200K downloads | REACHING 200K IN 2022
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Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram and YouTube.

The site features portals that dive 
deep on the country’s issues in-
cluding climate change, elections, 
racial divides and polarization.  
Visitors can watch CGC events, lis-
ten to podcasts and read relevant 
blog posts.

The CGC website is a hub OF DIGITAL CONTENT

CGC HAS A VIBRANT FOLLOWING ON...
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A unique digital tool for voters launched in 2020, assesses 
the ability and propensity for a candidate to work across 
the aisle to find common ground that breaks gridlock.
  
Candidates are reacting to the Scorecard by affirm-
ing the commitment to be a Common Grounder. 
Local media’s response has been enthusiastic 
with dozens of articles written to date. 

CGC launched an improved version of 
the tool in July 2022 and anticipates 
an even greater response for this 
year’s election season. 
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